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The bay of Golfe-Juan, nestled between the Cape of Antibes and the Îles de Lérins, is well protected from the winds: a wide range of water-based and seaside activities are on offer: from walking or lazing about on the sandy beaches, to boating and many other sporting activities!

Clear, warm water

You can swim in the sea all year round in Golfe-Juan as the water temperature varies between 13°C and 25°C. The traditional New Year's Day swim attracts a great many participants. The town accords beach and water cleanliness the highest priority; beaches are maintained regularly, there is also an efficient water treatment station close by and regular bacterial checks are carried out.

SandBeaches

They are cleaned on a daily basis: the sand is sifted, cleaned and regularly disinfected. Any seaweed is cleared.

Private beaches

When the weather is fine, private beaches offer high quality restaurants and other services: sun-bed hire, deckchairs, parasols, pedalos, swimming lessons. Small animals are often permitted.
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**Note**
- Dogs are not allowed on the beach, even on lead.
- Swimming is forbidden in the boat channel as well as beyond the yellow buoys.